This Week in Science
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Letters


ScienceScope

767 Sweeping overhead rates under the rug; gambling with Poker Flat science; etc.

News & Comment

768 Baltimore Throws in the Towel ■ David Baltimore's Mea Culpa
771 The True Source of HIV?
772 Science Under Wraps in Prince William Sound
773 Science Academy Elects New Members
774 Briefing: Hidden Costs of the Space Station ■ A Big Gift from Big Oil ■ A Billion Bucks for Materials ■ Congressional Day ■ Ten Years for the Brain ■ Cuban AIDS Control ■ Biotechnology Execs Earn More ■ Correction

Research News

776 Engineering Dogma Gives Way to Chaos ■ Flying High with Chaos Control
778 A New Ball Game in Nuclear Physics
779 How Peptide Hormones Get Ready for Work
881 Praying Mantises Play Top Gun
882 Sex and the Single Gene
883 Deep Rocks Stir the Mantle Pot

Articles

789 Reproductive Behavior and Health in Consanguineous Marriages: A. H. Bittles, W. M. Mason, J. Greene, N. A. Rao
795 Neutron Scattering: Progress and Prospects: J. D. Axe
802 Diversity of G Proteins in Signal Transduction: M. I. Simon, M. P. Strathmann, N. Gautam

Research Articles

809 Zinc Finger–DNA Recognition: Crystal Structure of a Zif268-DNA Complex at 2.1 Å: N. P. Pavletich and C. O. Pabo
817 A New Cofactor in a Prokaryotic Enzyme: Tryptophan Tryptophylquinone as the Redox Prosthetic Group in Methylamine Dehydrogenase: W. S. McIntire, D. E. Wemmer, A. Chistoserdov, M. E. Lidstrom

The American Association for the Advancement of Science was founded in 1848 and incorporated in 1874. Its objectives are to further the work of scientists, to facilitate cooperation among them, to foster scientific freedom and responsibility, to improve the effectiveness of science in the promotion of human welfare, to advance education in science, and to increase public understanding and appreciation of the importance and promise of the methods of science in human progress.
Crystal structure of a zinc finger–DNA complex from the mouse protein Zif268. The view is down the axis of the double-helical DNA and emphasizes the symmetry of the complex. The DNA is blue; individual zinc finger domains are red, yellow, and purple; and zinc atoms are light blue. Similar DNA-binding domains occur in a large family of eukaryotic regulatory proteins. See page 809. [Photograph by N. P. Pavletich and C. O. Pabo]